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LEVERAGED LOANS
S&P’s outlook
stays negative
on P.F. Chang’s
By Robert Daniel

• Outlook cut on small scale, leverage, weak mall traffic
• B- corporate-credit rating affirmed
• Revised covenants boost S&P’s view of liquidity
S&P Global Ratings maintained a negative outlook on Centerbridge Partnersbacked P.F. Chang's China Bistro, citing
factors including the restaurant chain’s
leverage, small scale and “exposure to
declining mall traffic.”
Analyst Mathew Christy in New York also
expects lower customer traffic and spending
industrywide, prompting negative comparable sales at P.F. Chang’s in the next year.
Adjusted leverage “will remain in the
high-5x to low-6x range for the next 12-18
months,” the analyst estimated.
Christy affirmed his B- corporate-credit
rating on the Scottsdale, Arizona, chain.
Centerbridge acquired P.F. Chang’s in 2012
in a $1.1 billion deal.
The moves come as P.F. Chang’s plans
to refinance its senior secured first-lien
term loan with a senior secured facility
that includes a $55 million revolving-credit
line and a $325 million first-lien term loan
maturing in 2022.
“The new credit facilities have revised,

The P.F. Chang’s restaurant in Hackensack, New Jersey, on Aug. 12, 2017.

looser financial maintenance covenants,”
S&P said.
In an Aug. 4 report, S&P also assigned
a B- issue-level rating to the proposed $380
million senior secured facility.
P.F. Chang’s “operations, especially at the
Pei Wei [division], will remain challenged in
the current difficult operating environment
for restaurants, though we have a more
favorable view of its liquidity following the
covenant revisions,” Christy wrote.
An outlook upgrade would require sustained positive comparable-sales growth and
fatter operating margins at both P.F. Chang’s
and Pei Wei, Christy wrote. In such a sce-
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nario he’ll be looking for adjusted leverage
around the mid-5x range.
A rating downgrade might be prompted
if the company’s liquidity profile weakens or
if the company underperforms and prompts
S&P to conclude that it can’t sustain its capital structure long term. In a situation like
this, Christy said, adjusted leverage would
be 6.5x or more.
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Ratings Wrap-Up (July 26, 2017 - August 16, 2017)
The following table lists select ratings actions on the debt of an LBO-backed company by either Moody’s Investors Service or Standard & Poor’s.
Date

Company:

Sponsors:

8/15/17

Bain Capital

TOMS Shoes LLC

8/15/17

Breakwater
Management

Alpha Media LLC

8/9/17

Carlyle Group

Getty Images Inc.

8/4/17

Centerbridge
Partners

P.F. Chang's China
Bistro Inc.

8/15/17

Cinven

BioClinica Holding
I L.P.

8/2/17

Thoma Bravo

Sparta Systems,
Inc.

8/3/17

Thoma Bravo;
TA Associates

DigiCert Inc.

7/26/17

TowerBrook
Capital
Partners

Floworks
International LLC
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Action:

Highlight:

Rating
Service

S&P lowered TOMS' corporate credit rating to
'CCC+' from 'B-'. The outlook is negative.

TOMS operating results and credit metrics have been
worse than expected in the continued weak market.

S&P

S&P downgraded Alpha Media's corporate credit
rating to 'B-' from 'B'. The outlook is negative.

Alpha Media's declining operating performance will
hinder its ability to reduce its debt leverage.

S&P

S&P lowered Getty's corporate credit rating to
'CCC' from 'CCC+'. The outlook is negative.

The company is struggling with inefficient liquidity and
may pursue subpar debt restructuring.

S&P

S&P affirmed the 'B-' corporate credit rating on P.F.
Chang's but lowered the outlook to negative.

P.F. Chang's is expected to experience a downtick in
traffic, resulting in dropped sales.

S&P

S&P affirmed BioClinica's 'B-' corporate credit
rating and lowered the outlook to negative.

BioClinica has underperformed following its
recapitalization with a flat cash flow.

S&P

S&P assigned Sparta Systems a 'B-' corporate
credit rating and stable outlook.

The rating and outlook reflect Sparta's limited scale but
high retention rates.

S&P

S&P placed DigitCert on CreditWatch with positive
implications and a 'B-' corporate credit rating.

The rating and placement reflects DigiCert's new
acquisiton and subsequent debt issuing.

S&P

S&P dropped Floworks' corporate credit rating to
'CC' from 'CCC+'. It's on creditwatch negative.

The downgrade follows Floworks' debt exchange
offering, seen as tantamount to default.

S&P

